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Why should one consider using CRG Changer over
Microsoft Professional Services Tools Library?

Feature

Provides additional flexibility such as processing of changes in batches 
and specifying a date onward for the proposed GL account changes 
while maintaining the history under the original account

Updates many 3rd party products and non-core module tables, 

including the proper handling of duplicate records*

Any user with appropriate security can use our product and process 
changes to master records

Transfer the Extender information to the new codes

Move all address codes, along with all address information, to the 
record you are merging into (even if a duplicate address code exists)

Fast and Efficient 

Keep history of changes along with a date for audit trail purposes

25 years of experience with partner and customer feedback about 
its simplicity and reliability.

Unlimited technical support

Please refer to the user guide for the most up-to-date list of supported products.
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About Corporate Renaissance Group

Corporate Renaissance Group has been providing innovative business solutions for 25 years. As a member of the Microsoft 
Partner Network, we apply Microsoft technologies to help companies increase efficiency and to improve financial and 
operational performance.

CRG is a truly global company, headquartered in Ottawa, Canada, with offices in Canada, South Africa, India and the United States. 
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To learn more about Changer visit
www.crgroup.com/changer
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